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College graduates struggle to cope with the real world. Music offers refuge in this
modern manga with an American attitude. Meiko Inoue is a recent college grad
working as an office lady in a job she hates. Her boyfriend Shigeo is permanently
crashing at her apartment because his job as a freelance illustrator doesn't pay
enough for rent. And her parents in the country keep sending her boxes of
veggies that just rot in her fridge. Straddling the line between her years as a
student and the rest of her life, Meiko struggles with the feeling that she's just not
cut out to be a part of the real world.
Two-time All-Star and thirteen-year NBA veteran Caron Butler has an impressive
basketball record. He was Big East Co-Player of the Year at UConn, the 10th
overall pick of the 2002 NBA Draft and a key player for the Dallas Mavericks in
their championship-winning season in 2011. But before Butler had a chance to
prove himself on the court, he spent his time trying to prove himself on the
streets, as a gang member and drug dealer in his hometown of Racine,
Wisconsin. He saw friends gunned down in the bloody street wars near his home,
was arrested nearly 15 times and wound up behind bars and in solitary
confinement before his 15th birthday. Tuff Juice shares Caron Butler’s
extraordinary journey from his delinquent youth in the streets of Racine to his role
as an accomplished pro basketball player, dedicated husband and father, active
philanthropist and burgeoning businessman. Along the way, the book explores
the incredible impact his single mother’s unconditional love and his college
coach’s unwavering support had on him, and what drives him to be so
successful in basketball and in life. Like The Blind Side, it’s a gripping narrative
filled with hubris, dangerous obstacles and heartwarming moments that
transcend sports and speak to perseverance, hope and the triumph of the human
spirit.
Conan meets his trickiest adversary yet when the Sebastian Financial Group
hosts an exclusive party on the lavish ocean liner the Q. Selizabeth. All 500
guests are wearing a copy of the priceless jewel the Black Star pearl. One pearl
is the real thing. And one guest is also the notorious thief Kaito Kid, aka Phantom
Thief 1412, who is bent on leaving the event with one very expensive party favor.
Can Conan save Serena's family heirloom from a master thief who's also a
master of disguise? -- VIZ Media
Real-life figure Miyamoto Musashi was the most celebrated samurai of all time.
The quintessential warrior-philosopher, Musashi authored A Book of Five Rings,
a classic treatise in the canon of world philosophy and military strategy. But the
path to enlightenment is an endless journey, and to get there through violent
means--by way of the sword--makes mere survival an even greater challenge.
Miyamoto Musashi versus Sasaki Kojiro was perhaps the greatest matchup in the
history of the samurai warrior. They follow different paths, but their lives
intertwine heading toward their epic duel. For now, Kojiro finds himself in a new
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position as sword instructor to the powerful Hosokawa Clan in Kokura.
Meanwhile, Musashi continues his journey while he is still coming to terms with
accomplishing the impossible—singlehandedly destroying the mighty Yoshioka
School.
Hanamichi has survived the initial series of blunders in his desperation to stand
fast against Uozumi's onslaught, but things continue to look grim for the Shohoku
team. Without Akagi to hold the centre, Shohoku's strength is taxed to the limits
as Ryonan's ace Sendo effortlessly scores goal after goal. In the final moments
of the game, Coach Anzai assigns Rukawa and Hanamichi to mark Sendo, but
as the end draws near, the odds look insurmountable...
Eisner-award nominated creator Takehiko Inoue creates a dramatic tale of
triumph over adversity. This is the story of three young men whose lives are
profoundly changed by their involvement with wheelchair basketball. Critically
acclaimed, award-winning manga artist Takehiko Inoue doesn’t pull any punches
in this stunning portrayal of people struggling with serious life issues. Masterfully
combining rich character development with beautifully detailed line art, Inoue, the
creator of the mega-hit masterpieces Slam Dunk and Vagabond, lifts the manga
medium to a completely new level of storytelling. Out of shape and out of
practice, Nomiya comes to terms with the reality of where he’s at in basketball
and in life. Meanwhile, Togawa faces one of the biggest disappointments in his
wheelchair basketball career. And just when Takahashi finds a glimmer of hope
in playing ball again, he’s confronted by the enormity of how much he has to
overcome. Will the players’ passion for the game be strong enough to pull them
through?
Get ready for the greatest sports manga of all time! Winning isn't everything in
the game of basketball, but who wants to come in second? It takes dedication
and discipline to be the best, and the Shohoku High hoops team wants to be just
that. They have one last year to make their captain's dream of reaching the finals
come true—will they do it? With a slight lead thanks to Mitsui, Shohoku has their
hands full as the game against Sanno heats up. Sanno’s coach Domoto sends in
Mikio, a player whose strength and size make up for his lack of experience.
Coach Anzai counters by telling Shohoku to run their offense through Sakuragi,
and the game becomes a battle between the two inexperienced power players.
What Sanno thought would be an easy win for them is turning out to be a lot
more than they bargained for—Shohoku’s here and they mean to go all the way
to the top! Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen audiences.
The story of the Shohoku Prefectural High School basketball team, and their
newest star player, Sakuragi Hanmichi, who's also the newest freshman
delinquent! A novice on the court, and in love, Sakuragi learns to master the
game and will play to bring the national championship to Shohoku and true love
to his heart.
R to L (Japanese Style). Shohoku's (somewhat) friendly game against Ryonan
finally gets underway. Old rivalries reignite with captain Akagi going toe-to-toe
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with Ryonan's center, Uozumi. Hanamichi has flat-out declared that he will
personally shut down Ryonan's ace, Sendoh, but will Kaede Rukawa take care of
things before Hanamichi even gets a chance to hit the floor? Either way, this is
bound to be a game to remember.
Get ready for the greatest sports manga of all time! Reads R to L (Japanese
Style), for audiences T Thanks to an impressive showing during a scrimmage
between Shohoku's rookie and veteran players, Coach Anzai decides to give
Sakuragi a crack at playing center. And though the game reveals several of
Sakuragi's weaknesses, it also highlights just how far his technique has come in
a very short amount of time. With but three days until the game against rival
school Takezato, Sakuragi is placed on a new and grueling training regimen: he
must make 500 shots each and every day!
A NEW SEASON OF LOVE! High schoolers (and stepsisters) Yuzu and Mei have
gone public with their relationship! The two are happy to be dating out in the
open, but friends and family keep trying to butt in with advice. Can Yuzu and Mei
figure things out on their own? The return of the modern yuri classic!
For thousands of years the Dúranaki have lived in relative obscurity, sheltered
within their Twilight Forest on the far side of nearly impassible mountains.
Ejected from his homeland, T'vance assumes a western name and explores a
world few Dúranaki ever see. He soon finds himself in the middle of a conflict that
threatens not only the strange land he visits, but casts a spectre of doom even on
his own homeland. Five short stories chronicle his journeys.
Eisner-award nominated creator Takehiko Inoue creates a dramatic tale of
triumph over adversity. This is the story of three young men whose lives are
profoundly changed by their involvement with wheelchair basketball. Critically
acclaimed, award-winning manga artist Takehiko Inoue doesn’t pull any punches
in this stunning portrayal of people struggling with serious life issues. Masterfully
combining rich character development with beautifully detailed line art, Inoue, the
creator of the mega-hit masterpieces Slam Dunk and Vagabond, lifts the manga
medium to a completely new level of storytelling. A motorcycle accident, bone
cancer, a speeding truck crashing into a boy on a stolen bicycle--tragic lifechanging events turn the worlds of three young men upside down. These three
very different personalities have only one thing in common--their passion for
basketball.
R to L (Japanese Style). Hanamichi finally gets some game time as a substitute
for the slightly injured captain Akagi and quickly goes about making a spectacle
of himself. Not only does he manage to strip the ball from Ryonan's veteran
center, but he also succeeds in making several key passes that result in some
much-needed baskets. With Shohoku closing in on their opponents' lead, is
Hanimichi on the verge of proving that he has what it takes to become the next
captain?
The best-selling series from Eisner-nominated Takehiko Inoue, one of Japan’s
greatest manga creators. Winning isn't everything in the game of basketball, but
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who wants to come in second? It takes dedication and discipline to be the best,
and the Shohoku High hoops team wants to be just that. They have one last year
to make their captain's dream of reaching the finals come true—will they do it?
With Sannoh pulling away with a big lead on the scoreboard in the second half,
Shohoku is looking clearly outmatched. With the team foundering, Sakuragi
decides he’s got to get everyone fired up and boldly declares that he’s going to
take Sannoh down. Shohoku still has a long way to go, and Akagi himself needs
to find a way to overcome Kawata’s strong defense. But if Shohoku can find their
rhythm, they just might get back in the game. Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for
teen audiences.
Get ready for the greatest sports manga of all time! Reads R to L (Japanese
Style), for audiences rated teen. Winning isn't everything in the game of
basketball, but who wants to come in second? It takes dedication and discipline
to be the best, and the Shohoku High hoops team wants to be just that. They
have one last year to make their captain's dream of reaching the finals come
true—will they do it? For the Shohoku High players, the past echoes in the present
as Rukawa learns something about Coach Anzai that leaves him determined to
be the best high school player in Japan. With ten days remaining until the start of
the national tournament, Coach Anzai sends the Shohoku High team to Shizuoka
for a week of practice with another local team. But Sakuragi stays behind for a
special practice session that will push him to the limit and improve his individual
skills for the crucial games ahead.
He tried to slam her with love, but she dunked his heart. R to L (Japanese Style).
He tried to slam her with love, but she dunked his heart. As luck would have it,
the basketball team narrowly avoids suspension over the all-out-brawl incident
when Yohei and Mitsui's friends take responsibility. Now, with Mitsui back in the
lineup for the first time in two years, Shohoku quickly resumes practice in
preparation for their upcoming tournament. As punishment for the lack of
discipline they displayed in the fight, though, Coach Anzai decides on a starting
lineup for Shohoku's game without Hanamichi, Rukawa, Ryota and Mitsui. Can
Anzai's squad hold their own when their best players (and perpetual problem
children) ride the bench?
A collection of essays by an international cast of scholars, experts, and fans,
providing a definitive, one-stop Manga resource.
This book by A. Ralph Epperson purports to uncover hidden and sinister
meanings behind all the symbols found on the Great Seal of the United States,
committing America to "A Secret Destiny.
As a transfer student to the Georgia O’Keeffe College for Arts and Subtle
Dramatics, former sports star Charlie is struggling to find her classes, her dorm,
and her place amongst a student body full of artists who seem to know exactly
where they’re going. When the school’s barely-a-basketball-team unexpectedly
attempts to recruit her, Charlie’s adamant that she’s left that life behind...until
she’s won over by the charming team captain, Liv, and the ragtag crew she’s
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managed to assemble. And while Charlie may have left the cut-throat world of
competitive basketball in the dust, sinking these hoops may be exactly what she
needs to find the person she truly wants to be. From Carly Usdin, the writer
behind the hit series Heavy Vinyl, and artist Noah Hayes (Wet Hot American
Summer) comes an ensemble comedy series that understands that it’s the
person you are off the court that matters most. Collects The Avant-Guards issues
#1-4.
In Annapolis, Maryland, seventh-grader Wes is a good teammate but this
basketball season has been challenging because of his ball hog teammate
Dinero, who is determined to steal the spotlight, and Wes's army veteran father
who is suffering from PTSD.
A motorcycle accident, bone cancer, a speeding truck crashing into a boy on a
stolen bicycle--tragic, life-changing events turn the worlds of three young men
upside down. Three very different personalities have only one thing in
common--their passion for basketball. Meet Kiyohiko Togawa, a hard-edged, no
nonsense wheelchair basketball athlete with a Spartan work ethic and a keen
sense of competition. Long before he ever picked up a ball, Kiyohiko was just a
skinny little kid in middle school barely beginning to discover his potential to
become a track star... until a vicious bout with cancer cut off his track career far
too soon. A motorcycle accident, bone cancer, a speeding truck crashing into a
boy on a stolen bicycle--tragic, life-changing events turn the worlds of three
young men upside down. Three very different personalities have only one thing in
common--their passion for basketball. Critically acclaimed, award-winning manga
artist Takehiko Inoue doesn't pull any punches in this stunning portrayal of
people struggling with serious life issues. Masterfully combining rich character
development with beautifully detailed line art, Inoue, the creator of mega-hit
masterpieces Slam Dunk and Vagabond, brings the medium of manga to a
completely new level of storytelling.
Slam Dunk, Vol. 1VIZ Media LLC
Yusuke Urameshi is back! When the teenage delinquent surprised the
Underworld by dying heroically, he was given a chance--just one--to return to life.
Now, having passed his trials in the spirit world, Yusuke is back in his body and
ready to reclaim his turf from the other street punks. But for someone who's been
to Hell and back, a normal life on the streets is no longer possible. Yusuke picked
up some otherworldly powers while he was dead, and the Underworld is about to
offer him a job as its official supernatural detective! -- VIZ Media
Get ready for the greatest sports manga of all time! Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for
audiences T. Winning isn't everything in the game of basketball, but who wants to come
in second? It takes dedication and discipline to be the best, and the Shohoku High
hoops team wants to be just that. They have one last year to make their captain's
dream of reaching the finals come true--will they do it? It’s do or die for the Shohoku
High School Basketball Team! If they want a spot in the Nationals, they need to win this
game. As the second half winds down, Shohoku hangs on to a one-point lead over
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Ryonan despite Mitsui’s collapse. Ryonan keeps the pressure on with their best
players, Uozumi, Fukuda and Sendoh, giving it all they’ve got. Sakuragi steps up
defensively, and now he’s Shohoku’s last hope of staying alive in the tournament, but
is he up to the challenge?
A vicious murderer whose face is covered in bandages is on the lose. Will Conan be
able to catch him before he strikes again? And later, Conan's friends Rachel and
Serena want to blow off some steam but they get more than they bargain for when they
discover murder at the karaoke box. Can you figure out whodunnit before Conan does?
-- VIZ Media
The Reptile-Mammal Transition is one of the richest and most compelling cases for
macroevolution (the origin of novel forms of life). The proof is to be seen not only in the
many fossils that have been found, covering millions of years, but also with the
evidence of developmental biology and contemporary genetics. How do those skeptical
of evolution (whether creationists or those favoring "Intelligent Design") deal with all that
evidence? They don't. And you'll be able to see that because "Evolution Slam Dunk"
covers them all, clearly and in full detail. Whether you're a science educator wanting a
new resource to defend the teaching of evolution in class, or just curious to know what
the facts are, you'll all be brought up to speed on the evidence. The Reptile-Mammal
Transition is OUR story, after all. It's part of how we humans came to be.
The best-selling series from Eisner-nominated Takehiko Inoue, one of Japan’s greatest
manga creators. Winning isn't everything in the game of basketball, but who wants to
come in second? It takes dedication and discipline to be the best, and the Shohoku
High hoops team wants to be just that. They have one last year to make their captain's
dream of reaching the finals come true—will they do it? As the boys from Shohoku watch
from the sidelines, the much-anticipated game between Ryonan High and Kainan High
continues to heat up. Kainan superstar Maki's stellar play helps swing the momentum
back in his team's direction, aided in no small part by a key player from Ryonan getting
into foul trouble. However, Captain Akagi and company leave the game early when they
receive an alarming bit of news: Coach Anzai has collapsed and is now in the hospital!
To kill, or to be killed - The life of Shinmen Takezo is simple. Betrayed by a friend's
mother, hunted down like a rat, and eventually captured, Takezo now seeks nothing
more than crimson death to claim him. Yet the Grim Reaper stays his scythe, for
Takezo is on his way to discovering a higher purpose in living?
The best-selling series from Eisner-nominated Takehiko Inoue, one of Japan’s greatest
manga creators. Winning isn't everything in the game of basketball, but who wants to
come in second? It takes dedication and discipline to be the best, and the Shohoku
High hoops team wants to be just that. They have one last year to make their captain's
dream of reaching the finals come true—will they do it? The second half is winding down
and Shohoku is working harder than they ever have before to close the seemingly
impossible lead Sannoh has over them. Rukawa has found something inside him and
continues to evolve as a player, and Sakuragi is totally in his own zone. But will pushing
themselves beyond their limits lead Shohoku to victory or ruin? Reads R to L (Japanese
Style) for teen audiences.
The University of Florida, the state's oldest and largest university, is recognized today
as one of the country's most academically diverse public institutions. Though able to
trace its history to 1853, the school did not begin its popular football program until the
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first few years of the 20th century. The program has had its share of scandals and
embarrassments over time, but it has also produced two Heisman Trophy winners, a
national champion, numerous players drafted into the professional ranks, and a visibility
that consistently ranks the team in the top five in the country. Now attracting 85,000
fans to each of its home games, the Gators' football program has become a vital part of
the University of Florida. When the team won the national championship in 1996, no
one could have predicted such success just 90 years earlier. Fortunately, that
fascinating journey through the last century has been captured in great photographs
that include formal portraits of teams; action shots on the field; views of "The Swamp";
and snapshots of fans from every decade. These images tell the story of the birth and
growth of a football team, a team that has brought enjoyment to millions and national
recognition to the University of Florida.
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the ultimate
treasure, One Piece! As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the
Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally gained the power to stretch like
rubber...at the cost of never being able to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in
search of the One Piece, said to be the greatest treasure in the world... The big powers
converge as Luffy, Law and Kid face off against Kaido and Big Mom. Is there any hope
of victory against this ultimate alliance?! Onigashima quakes with power as some of the
fiercest pirates in the world go head-to-head!!
Meet Punpun Punyama. He’s an average kid in an average town. He wants to win a Nobel
Prize and save the world. He wants the girl he has a crush on to like him back. He wants to
find some porn. That’s what he wants, but what does he get...? -- VIZ Media
The best-selling series from Eisner-nominated Takehiko Inoue, one of Japan’s greatest
manga creators. Winning isn't everything in the game of basketball, but who wants to come in
second? It takes dedication and discipline to be the best, and the Shohoku High hoops team
wants to be just that. They have one last year to make their captain's dream of reaching the
finals come true—will they do it? Takehiko Inoue's legendary beloved basketball manga is
finally here and the tale of a lifetime is in your hands. Hanamichi Sakuragi's got no game with
girls--none at all! It doesn't help that he's known for throwing down at a moment's notice and
always coming out on top. A hopeless bruiser, he's been rejected by 50 girls in a row! All that
changes when he meets the girl of his dreams, Haruko, and she's actually not afraid of him!
When she introduces him to the game of basketball, his life is changed forever...
With the help of his fairy godfather Michael Jordan, Cinderfella regrets his mistreatment of his
stepbrothers and gets to attend and win the big Slam Dunk Contest.
Slam Dunk is a middle-grade fiction novel for boys and girls between the ages of nine and
thirteen. As the sequel to I'm Gonna Win, Matthew Casey returns as a seventh-grade
basketball all-star. Now playing for Stanley Middle School, Matthew makes a name for himself
as he earns the top position on the team; that of Point Guard. Matthew's road to fame is
blocked, however, by Tyler Johnson, a jealous eighth grader who feels that a seventh grader
should never get the top position on the team. Will Matthew be able to please demanding
Coach Costa and deal with jealous Tyler Johnson at the same time? Will Matthew become the
greatest seventh grade basketball player ever to walk the halls of Stanley Middle School? Slam
Dunk is an action packed sports novel sure to please any middle-grade child.
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